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By Sarah B. Weir
Guest Columnist

Secrets to a happy marriage. In 25 years of studying
marriage, Dr. Terri Orbuch, research professor at the
University of Michigan and author of the new book
“Finding Love Again: 6 Simple Steps to a New and Happy
Relationship,” has found that some of the best relationship
advice comes from people who are actually divorced. 

In 1986, Orbuch embarked on a long-term study,
supported by the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
which followed the relationships of 373 newlyweds. By
2012, 46% had divorced, about the same as the national
average. In interviews with Orbuch, people who had
divorced or ended a serious relationship over and over
again brought up the same five issues that they would
improve if they had the chance to do it all again. 

1. Money. Over the course of her research, one the
biggest surprises for Orbuch was the role money played in
marital strife. “Many divorced singles say that money was
the number one source of conflict in the early years of
marriage,”. She also found that, “6 out of 10 said they
would not share living expenses in their next relationship.”
She recommends that each partner evaluate their own
approach to spending and saving money and discuss with
their spouse early on. She says there is no one-size-fits-all-
financial plan, but couples need to determine their own
rules and adhere to them. 

2. Affection. Another surprise was that men crave
affection - but not necessarily sex - more than women. “It’s
counterintuitive,” says Orbuch, “but men crave feeling
special and being noticed by their wives.” She adds that
men who report not getting enough nonsexual affection
were twice as likely to ask for a divorce, but the reverse
was not true for women. “Women are fortunate. We get this
kind of affirmation from more people in our lives, our
mothers, children, our best friends” - so women tend to
need less from husbands. She recommends carving out
time for regular cuddling, kissing, hand-holding, and
saying “I love you.” 

3. Blame. “When divorced couples found fault with their
relationship using ‘we’ statements, they were significantly
more likely to find love than those who used ‘I’ or ‘you’

statements.”
Those who
found blame
in factors such
as being
incompatible
or too young
exper ienced
less anxiety,
insomnia, and
d e p r e s s i o n
than those
who blamed
their former
partner or
themselves for
a break-up.
Examine what
went wrong in
the relationship instead of assigning individual blame, suggests
Orbuch, and think about how you can resolve conflict better
next time.

4. Communication. Orbuch says a trap many couples fall
into is “maintenance” rather than true communication. She
suggests having a “10 minute rule” every day when you, “Talk
to your partner about something other than work, the
relationship, the house, or the children.” The key is revealing
something about yourself and learning something about your
spouse. “Forty-one percent of divorced people say they would
change their communication style,” says Orbuch,“and, 91% of
happily married couples say they know their partner
intimately.” 

5. Move on. Letting go of the past is a key to being in a
happy relationship. This is true for people who are currently
married as well as those seeking love. If you are irked by
thoughts of your partner’s old boyfriend or girlfriend or of a
fight that happened weeks ago, you might not be interacting in
a healthy, positive way. “That animosity prevents you from
being fully present,” says Orbuch. She also points out that
people who felt neutral toward their ex were significantly more
likely to find love after a divorce. If you can’t let go of your
anger, her book outlines a number of exercises including
writing a detailed letter to the person you are angry at - and
burning it. 

5 Secrets to a Happy Marriage: 
Revealed by Divorce
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10 TIPS FOR HOSTING A GIRLFRIENDS GETAWAY

Vacation partnering is on the rise among women. With many people facing the rising costs of caring for families, paying down debt and still
wanting to live ‘the good life,’ traveling for pure relaxation seems out of reach. That is why partnering with sisters and friends is a way to enjoy
traveling while sharing the cost and having a fun experience. The best way to have a great time on a group vacation is to stay away from agendas
and networking structured activities. Make it a true vacation so those who are not joiners are not embarrassed by wanting to do as she pleases
the entire time!. 

Ten Tips to Host A Group Getaway:
1. Select a place you have always wanted to visit.
2. Begin planning at least nine months ahead.
3. Send out an email to select family and friends and invite them to ask a friend.
4. Visit home rental websites for best bargains and negotiate weekly rental rate.
5. Do your math, factor in house rental and food expenses then set a per person rate.
6. Get a deposit; include a portion that is non-refundable.
7. Guests make own travel arrangements - it’s cumbersome to include travel cost.
8. Plan week’s meals. Bring food with you or locate supermarkets upon arrival.
9. Get there early to scope out the rooms prepare the first meal and to add a welcoming touch.
10. Be the best host you can be and if you can, stay an extra day to have to yourself. 

About the Sisters and Friends Getaway to Martha’s Vineyard
For the past four years, the end-of-the-summer vacation to Oak Bluffs, Martha’s Vineyard’s historic African American retreat has been the
destination for African American women on a Sisters and Friends Getaway. Scheduled from Sunday to Sunday, the week after Labor Day at
high season end, makes it a perfect time to catch sales and low cost of housing rental. Oak Bluffs has great beachside walking paths, and the
famous Inkwell Beach where African Americans gather is still in tack! The place is perfect for savoring the Atlantic Ocean and the island’s clean
air, for taking an historic walking tour and traveling on the local bus to enjoy peace and serenity while on the island. During the Sisters and
Friends Getaway, each house has breakfast foods and snacks, a dinner meal is prepared for guests each day and then topped off with desert to
enjoy at days’ end. Women from Seattle to Atlanta to Pennsylvania and Connecticut are scheduled to go this year. Sisters and Friends Getaway
to Martha’s Vineyard begins the Sunday after Labor Day. Guests come and go as their schedule permits.
Connie Portis is the host of the annual Sisters & Friends Getaway Retreat to Oak Bluffs in Martha’s Vineyard. To attend this year or for
more information, contact her at caportis@hotmail.com or 412-400-8809. 
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sculptures pay tribute to those brave individuals who paved the
way for the actualization of American human and civil rights. 

By working with The Sculpture Mill, 1865 Company has the
opportunity to create commemorative sculptures to inspire
communities across the country and to make these works of art
accessible and affordable. We are honored to take part in the
creation and release of these memorial pieces. In coming
months 1865 Company plans to release commemorative bronze
desk busts of medical pioneer Charles Drew and Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall. 

About 1865 Company
The 1865 Company collection features inspirational works of
art that reflect the sheer expression of human potential. Their
finely crafted fine jewelry, collectibles, and executive gifts give
clients the chance to own something that will be used, treasured
and serve as a witness to history through generations. The 1865
Company brand honors the American experience through the
lens of the unsung heroism that became the manifestation of
America’s ideals of equality and freedom. The name is derived
from the pivotal year 1865 (when the Civil War ended and the
Thirteenth Amendment was passed), abolishing slavery
nationwide. Information about the company can be accessed at
www.1865Co.com. 

— New 1865 Company bronze desk busts
commemorate human rights, social justice and
women’s equality advocates Mary McLeod Bethune
and Frederick Douglass.— 

A new collection from the Washington, DC based retailer 1865
Company, packs history and inspiration into every masterpiece.
The two museum quality statues, depicting orator Frederick
Douglass and educator Mary McLeod Bethune, are the first in
a series of collectible busts to be released by 1865 Company in
communities where these two local heroes made their mark.
“Our new busts pay tribute to those often forgotten heroes that
worked tirelessly to further America’s ideals of freedom and
equality,” says 1865 Company President and Founder Patrice
Davenport. 

The unveiling of these bronze busts took place the first two
weeks of July to celebrate the 137th anniversary of the birth of
Mary McLeod Bethune and the 160th anniversary of the highly
influential Fourth of July speech given by Frederick Douglass
at an 1852 event commemorating the signing of the
Declaration of Independence. “What to the Slave is the Fourth
of July?” was a biting oratory, in which the speaker told his
audience, “This Fourth of July is yours, not mine. You may
rejoice, I must mourn.” Due to the tireless work of leaders like
Frederick Douglass and Mary McLeod Bethune, all Americans
regardless of gender or ethnicity can be included in the blessing
of American freedom on Independence Day. 

1865 Company worked with UK-based artists at The Sculpture
Mill to create these true to life busts. The Sculpture Mill crafts
each bronze likeness by hand, meticulously capturing the
essence of the individual being sculpted. The final results are
stunning 9 inch tall bronze sculptures of American patriots
characterized by steely determination and a confident gaze.
Cast in a classic bronze patina and mounted on a rich bronze
base, the busts come engraved with an inspirational quote from
each subject. “We have captured both Frederick Douglass and
Mary McLeod Bethune in the prime of their lives while they
were ascending to public greatness. Our busts harness history
to inspire the same greatness in our lives and the lives of future
generations,” adds Davenport. 

Aside from its bold angles and artistic beauty, the busts were
designed to promote understanding, cultural healing and self-
education today and for generations to come. The bronze

1865 COMPANY ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF
HISTORICAL BRONZE DESK BUSTS 

The Frederick Douglass and Mary Jane McLeod
Bethune bronze desk busts measure 9” high, and are
heavy enough to serve as a large desk paperweight,
bookend or library focal point. 
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(Washington, DC) Congresswoman Corrine Brown,
along with the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference-Jacksonville chapter, several individual
Duval residents, and the Duval County Democratic
Executive Committee, will file a federal civil rights
lawsuit to ensure that unconstitutional and discriminatory
changes to the early voting laws are not implemented. 

The August primaries will be the first time Florida is
affected by the changes to early voting, which were
passed by the state legislature last session. Early voting
was instituted after the debacle of the 2000 elections when
thousands were turned away from overcrowded polls.
Since 2004, Floridians have had access to the polls for
eight hours a day, for fifteen days right up until the last
Sunday before election-day. The new law reduced early
voting to ten days, gave county supervisors arbitrary
discretion over the number of hours polls are open, and
eliminated voting on the last Sunday. 

The lawsuit asks the United States District Court for the
Middle District of Florida in Jacksonville to enjoin the
Florida Secretary of State and Duval County Supervisor
of Elections from enforcing the discriminatory and
arbitrary changes to early voting in the state of Florida
and in Duval County. Specifically, these changes violate
the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
constitution, Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
42 U.S.C. and 1973 (a) and the Florida constitution.

“Early voting has worked extremely well for all
Floridians and especially for African American voters,”
said Congresswoman Brown. “In fact, more than any
other racial or ethnic group, African Americans have
come to rely on early voting.”

According to Dr. Daniel A. Smith, Professor of Political
Science and Research Professor at The University of
Florida, in the 2008 general election, African Americans
cast 22% percent of the total early vote, even though
blacks comprised just 13% of the state’s registered voters.
More African Americans vote during the early voting
period than on election-day or via absentee ballot
combined. Perhaps most strikingly, in 2008, African
Americans accounted for roughly 34% of votes cast on

the Sunday before the election. These trends are amplified
in Duval County where 58% of African Americans voted
early in 2008. In last year’s local elections, African
Americans cast roughly 34% of the early votes, even
though they comprised less than 30% of the electorate,
and on the final Sunday of early voting, more African
Americans came to the polls than did whites.
“There is absolutely no explanation for restricting early
voting other than intentional voter suppression. In fact, it
seems that Governor Scott simply does not want people to
vote. We should be making it easier for people to get to
the polls, not harder,” the Congresswoman declared. 

“It is particularly fitting that I am filing this lawsuit at The
John Milton Bryan Simpson United States Courthouse,”
Congresswoman Brown pointed out. “I sponsored the bill
that named this courthouse for Judge Simpson because he
was a giant in the civil rights movement here in
Jacksonville. Among other things, his orders led to the
passage of the Civil Rights Act, and desegregated the
schools, city pools, city golf courses, and the city zoo. I
know Judge Simpson would not stand for such a blatant
attempt to exclude African Americans from the polls.”

Congresswoman Brown and the other plaintiffs are
represented by Neil Henrichsen of Henrichsen Siegel in
Jacksonville www.hslawyers.com. 

Congresswoman Corrine Brown Files 
Federal Lawsuit to Protect Florida Voters

The Honorable Corrine Brown
Third Congressional District of Florida
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By Dr. Mehmet Oz 

No one is immune to stress, including
me. For my television show, I
participated in a stress
experiment by wearing a portable
device that monitored my heart
rate, respiratory rate, and skin
temperature for 24 hours. Even
after two years of hosting my own
show — and two decades of
performing heart surgery — I
learned I still experience “pre-game
jitters.” My adrenaline starts to
pump, causing my heart to race
before it returns to baseline.

Exercise and sex are two key stress fighters. —
Illustration by Edward McGowan

Periods of brief stress like this are normal, but chronic
stress takes a toll on the body — there’s the rush of
adrenaline that never quite turns off, leading to an
overproduction of another stress hormone, cortisol. I’ve
seen firsthand how excess cortisol places a massive strain

on the heart.

Now scientists are learning
how cortisol affects the brain,
too. Researchers recently

discovered that the
hippocampus — an area of the
brain that helps you respond to
anxiety-filled situations —
appears uniquely susceptible to

the negative effects of cortisol.
Excess cortisol, they suspect, may

suppress neurogenesis, the
brain’s ability to create and

support new brain cells. And that’s not good for anyone,
especially those over age 50.

So how can you turn off the cortisol? Two key stress
fighters are exercise and sex. While exercise increases
cortisol in the short term, over time it decreases anxiety
and boosts neurogenesis — likely by improving blood
circulation to the brain. Even more intriguing, the brain
cells created during exercise may be more resilient against
future episodes of stress.

More Sex, Less Stress
To help manage stress, Dr. Oz prescribes more frequent sex and consistent exercise 
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Cosby continued on page 29
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The beginning of last month, I received an email from a lady that
expressed her gratitude for us making the Program Success Magazine
available to read free of charge. She stated how she anticipated its
launch each month and how she reads it cover to cover and how it
improved her live in many areas.

That same day, one of our advertiser call me and thank me for the
positive outlook The Program Success Magazine provides to the
community and expressed the amount of business he has received
from advertising in the Magazine. Then, later that very same day, a
lady who was profiled in an article, call me to say thanks and show
appreciation.

Of course, my concern was, is this the last day of my life? Am I about
to die? Then I realized quite the contrary. My world is not coming to
an end; I’m just suffering like so many of us, from the lack of positive
reinforcement and recognizable appreciation in light of the many
negative things that burdens our lives. 

This negative economic is not good. The unemployment rate is too
high. Our schools are under-funded. Our businesses are failing. The
Gay Marriage Issues are being mishandled. The Sexual
Misconduct in our Churches is growing. Government Mistrust is at an
all-time high. World Peace exists only in our prayers. These are a just
few of the negative things that negatively affect our lives daily.

We must be careful today, however, with all the negative things that
are going on around the world, that we not negate all that is positive.
There are a lot of things that are positive going on in our homes, on
our job, at church, with our children, and in the community, despite
that which is evidentially negative. It seems that the roar of all that is
negative reduces the cry of the positive to a whisper.

When we only focus and take to heart the negative, it frown our face,
burdens our heart, bitters our coffee, dims our view, shorten our
lunch, limited our friends, and causes us to click our heals
together and wish for anyplace but home. 

The pain and sorrow of negativity is the same pain and sorrow the

body experiences from a hurt toe, tooth or finger. Your whole life
seems inhibited, as does your body from the pain of one of these
feeble members. Yet, there is so many more body parts that are not
hurting, which is good, and a fact that is worthy of celebration and a
fact that should producing comfort and cheer.

There is a woman at work who is never late and never causes you to
raise your voice at her, yet she is overlooked because too much of
your attention is paid to those always late, those too loud, and those
in constant need of nudging. There is a man who always has a kind
word, yet his words never brighten your day because your mind is
preoccupied with the things that didn’t go your way. 

There is a waitress at your favorite restaurant who have never gotten
your order wrong, makes sure your guest is treated properly and that
your time allocations are met. Yet, she’s never attributed a word that
makes her know you realize her person and not just her service.

There is a Deacon who makes sure you are visited even when you’re
not sick, yet his visits are unappreciated because of your
disappointment over the Pastor not coming. There is a child at home
who may not think to do everything you think he/she should, yet your
child is honest, decent, respectable, and makes you proud in areas you
never take time to mention.

Words of encouragement and appreciation add years to our lives.
They are the seeds planted that yields a continuance harvest. The
power of praise fuels stellar mechanisms. Let’s not ever
assume that which is functional needs no exactitude or diligence. I
know this personally from realizing how starved I was when feed
only a few morsels of praise.

When you are praised, it makes you seek others to praise. When
others are praised, they seek others to praise. When you see that thing
in others that is worthy of praise; and others see it in another, before
long, we all come to realize the picture of all that is good and positive
around us everyday. At this point, we will commit ourselves to not
only praising God – but also praising people.

The Power of Praise
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